GET THE PETERSON ADVANTAGE

There are many reasons why Peterson Portable Sawmills design and manufacture the best
portable sawmill on the market today. The company stand behind their product 100% and
are proud of their top quality, versatile and efficient mills.

Since the invention of the swingblade mill by Peterson
Portable Sawmills, many people have tried to replicate the
technology. The ease of use, the amazing versatility and
the machine's portability all make Peterson's swingblade a
great mill. Replicas on the market offer some of these
things also, but they do not have the quality of the original
swingblade mill, nor do they show as much innovation in
their designs.

FROM THE CEO(
"Our customers tend to be those who have done their research. They've read information from
different manufacturers, they've watched videos online, seen photos, read articles talked to other
buyers, compared results and even visited mill owners. Their sawmill is an investment and
business, as well as a lifestyle choice. It's important to them to get the right machine, once. And
they don't suffer hot-air sales pitches.
That's why, when they're ready to purchase, they'll call us. Because they know by now that
Peterson doesn't oversell. We're totally honest, we send you to an owner for the 'real' feedback,
we don't speed up operating videos, and we don't boost unrealistic cutting speeds.
We've got the superior product that's as efficient as it is robust, and after-sales assistance that's
more of a friendship than a service."
- Kerris Browne, CEO Peterson Portable Sawmills

The Peterson Advantage
WE’RE OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
•
•
•

Click here for contact details of Peterson HQ.
Message us on Facebook.
Contact one of our mill owners or Agents.
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TRAINING AND ACCOMMODATION FREE IN NEW ZEALAND
•
•

Free training at Peterson HQ with your new sawmill purchase.
Accommodation and meals provided at Aria's Farm.

IT’S ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS
•
•
•

Get manuals, videos and other information in the private Owner's Area on our website.
Owners can join Peterson staff and other operators in our Private Owner's Group on
Facebook.
Call us any time and brainstorm about ideal site set up, technical issues and potential
upgrades.

WE OBTAIN THE HIGHEST SAFETY CERTIFICATION
All of our standard mills have CE Certification. This certification is the highest internationally
recognized standard for safety compliance.

GET GREAT RECOVERY AND HIGH
PRODUCTION
•
•
•
•

A proven recovery rate of up to 96% and 1.14
LRF on good logs.
Accurate cutting to 1mm.
High production rate of 4 – 10+ cubic metres
(1695 - 4237 bft) a day.
Best Portable Sawmill
(swingblade) PRODUCTION RATE SET 2016
Great Portable Sawmill Shootout - click for details!

LET’S MAKE IT EASIER TO USE
•
•

Set your Peterson mill up on almost any terrain in between 5-20 minutes.
Roll your logs into place by hand or with a cant hook, or set up your mill around the log.

DON’T LOSE OUT, GET HIGH RESALE VALUE
Peterson mills and blades are built to last and are made of extremely durable products; this makes
the re-sale value high; most owners only lose about 10% from what they paid for it.

EFFECTIVE ONE-PERSON OPERATION TO KEEP COSTS DOWN
•
•
•
•

Unload and set up onto a small trailer or pick up deck within 20 minutes.
Disassemble and load up again within 10 minutes.
One-person operation on both manual and automated models.
Remove your own boards manually or with the board remover on the ASM.
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Advantages over Bandsaw Mills
OUR VERSATILITY SETS US APART
•
•

•

•
•
•

Cut different dimensioned lumber out of one
log with ease for higher yield.
Where some logs may be deemed 'worthless'
by bandsaw operators, the Peterson is the best
portable sawmill for the job.
It is much easier to quarter saw with a
Peterson because the saw moves around the
log.
The Peterson mill does not require any extra
equipment i.e. an edger or resaw.
Use the double cut feature on any of
Peterson's swingblade range for obtaining wide boards and slabs.
Add an optional clip-on slabber to cut even wider slabs or if you're looking at a commercial
slabber, check out the Dedicated Wide Slabber (DWS).

PORTABILITY, IT’S IN THE NAME
•
•
•
•
•

Peterson mills do not require flat ground; they can be set up on a moderate slope with
undulating terrain.
The All Terrain Sawmill (ATS) can be set up in very remote locations on uneven surfaces
as pictured.
Easily push your mill head and frame to your desired location when jockey wheels are
attached.
Set up from 5-30 minutes when changing milling sites.
Disassemble and load in under 10 minutes.

ACHIEVING A SIMPLISTIC DESIGN FOR ALL
•
•
•

Peterson mills are supplied with an instruction manual and video (where possible), and this
is quite sufficient to get most operators started.
A half-day of training is provided in certain circumstances which equips you to be a great
miller.
Peterson mills are so simple that even our most advanced model, the Automated
Swingblade Mill (ASM) has fewer than 10 buttons needed for operation.

HANDLING LUMBER – WE’VE MADE IT EASY
•

•
•

No log-turning required, a Peterson mill cuts
dimensional lumber straight away and you
can grade as you go.
Set up the mill over a log in under 20
minutes.
Load logs over or under your tracks (HiLo
tracks are available for WPF models).
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•
•

Peterson blades cut true; they don't go around knots on large cuts like bandsaw mills tend
to.
A Peterson swingblade can handle large, abrasive logs with ease.

NO EXPENSIVE BLADE MAINTENANCE
•
•
•

Circular saw blades require far less maintenance than bandsaw blades as they're so
durable.
Sharpen the blade on the sawmill in under 5 minutes.
Bandsaw blades running cost per 1000bf: $12NZD - Peterson circular blades running cost
per 1000bf: $1NZD.

THIN KERF VS WAVY BOARDS
•

•
•

A bandsaw blade's thin kerf reduces the ability to track or cut a straight line giving you
improved accuracy and a better quality finish. Peterson's durable blade with slightly more
kerf provides a true cut with far less deviation when hitting a knot or foreign object.
Peterson manufacture a MicroKerf blade which is still a far superior blade to those on a
bandsaw, but with less kerf than Peterson's standard blades - read more below.
The Peterson range is much more accurate than bandsaws which will make downstream
processing more efficient.

SPEAKING OF KERF( PETERSON’S MICROKERF BLADE HAS REVOLUTIONISED
SWINGBLADE SAWMILLING
Since the development of the MicroKerf blade, using 3.5mm kerf tips, - the smallest available in
today’s market – Peterson’s now offer a thinner kerf, but with all the benefits of circular saw
technology. The MicroKerf blade has been proven to increase cutting speed by 20-30%, while also
increasing recovery by 15-20%.

Advantages over Other Dual-track Swingblade Sawmills
THE FOUNDERS OF THE PORTABLE
SWINGBLADE SAWMILL
Peterson Portable Sawmills are the original
designers of the world’s first portable
swingblade sawmill.
•

•

Peterson are known for
revolutionising the portable
sawmilling industry with new
inventions and upgrades to our
proven range.
Our reputation for pre and post sales
and service is exceptional - read these testimonials for proof that Peterson have some of
the best portable sawmill products available.
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DOUBLE CUTTING LIKE NO OTHER
Double cut wide boards and slabs easily without having to turn the mill around like other brands.
Simply remove two bolts and take off the sawdust deflector (or make no adjustments at all with the
Junior Peterson) and you're away!

WE ALL WANT A BETTER PRODUCTION RATE
•
•
•
•
•

Sizing adjustments for all of the Peterson range are made at the operator's end of the mill not at the opposite end of the tracks like other brands.
Peterson continues to refine our blade technology enabling faster cutting with no burn out.
All mills are fit with a repetitive sizing slide for milling the same dimensions quickly.
Electric start on all motors - this also means you have a battery to sharpen your blade right
on the mill saving more time.
The Peterson blade handle works on gravity. Pivoting the blade is effortless, and it locks
into place safely and easily.

INNOVATIVE FRAME DESIGN WITH UNLIMITED TRACK EXTENSIONS
•
•

The JP, WPF, ASM and DWS sawmills run on a box-type frame called the 'Production
Frame'. This style of frame ensures a quick and simple set up time and accurate cuts.
The JP, WPF and DWS sawmills can be purchased with additional tracks. These
extensions allow you to mill up to ANY length log.

BUILT TOUGH, WITH STAINLESS STEEL REINFORCING
Peterson use quality Italian gearboxes with bulletproof solid steel mounting and external pillow
block which completely eliminates any sideways pressure. Our transmission design is very
efficient and dependable. This maximises power transfer between the engine and the blade
without compromising on durability. Our robust transmission design requires little maintenance
and is simple to maintain.

CUSTOM BUILT TO SUIT YOUR APPLICATION – FLEXIBILITY AFTER PURCHASE
•
•
•
•

Customise the blade and motor size, track length, motor brand and more upon purchase.
Convert your existing ATS to a WPF.
Fit the DWS frame on WPF or ASM tracks.
Change the track system on the WPF from Hi/Lo to Lo/Lo or Lo/Lo to Hi/Lo.

QUALITY MATERIALS FOR A MORE ROBUST MACHINE
•
•

The ATS, WPF, ASM and DWS are manufactured using hand polished stainless steel and
aluminium which makes them virtually rust free.
The mills are robust in performance, with a high resale value and most importantly – have
long-term durability in even the harshest conditions.

ELEVATED ENGINE POSITION, IT’S JUST SMARTER
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Peterson mount their sawmill engines higher than other manufacturers for two reasons:
1. to ensure the air filter intake is further away from the sawdust output preventing sawdust
build up and overheating of the motor.
2. to allow the ability of double-cutting to full depth, without the motor and gearbox restricting
the opposite side of the blade.

Advantages over Single Beam Swingblade Sawmills
THE IDEAL TRACK FRAME FOR STRAIGHT
BOARDS
•

•

•
•

Rigid track frame with no flex - our fixed
frames are just that; fixed supports that
do not allow sag or flex when the head
unit is in the middle.
Industrial gauge frame extrusions deeper, thicker wall sections and
copyright track die designs so you don't
get sag, bounce or wavy timber and all
your horse power is going into the cut and isn't lost in wasted movement.
The tracks are fixed and supported and can be broken down very easily into smaller
segments for transport so there are no long beams to contend with.
A Peterson mill uses an 'open' design enabling you to freely remove cut boards, there is no
need to reach under a beam.

ACCURACY MADE EASY
Peterson do not have any fiddly sizing mechanisms. Our sizing devices are right at the operator's
fingertips, are tried and true and simple to maintain.

ADVANTAGES ALSO LISTED IN THE DUAL-TRACK SECTION
Custom Built to Suit your Application - Flexibility After Purchase
Innovative Frame Design with Unlimited Track Extensions
We all Want a Better Production Rate
Elevated Engine Position, it's just Smarter
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